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BOARD OF DIRECTORS' REPORT
Operations and locations
Frigaard Property Group is a leading construction and property development company. The head
office is in Sarpsborg, Norway and the group operates mainly in the south east area of Norway, in
Viken county.
The group is organized in two business segments, construction and property development.
The construction segment consists of two subsidiaries, Metacon and Alento, both turn key
contractors, operating mainly on the east and west side of the Oslo fjord, respectively. As turnkey
contractors Metacon and Alento designs, engineers and construct commercial buildings to private and
public customers as well as building residential homes for property developers. The majority of the
construction work is carried out through sub-contractors, though Metacon has a long tradition of
designing, manufacturing and installing steel constructions in-house with own employees.
Within the other business segment, the group develops residential properties for the end customers,
also, primarily in Viken County. The operation in the segment is conducted through the wholly owned
subsidiary Frigaard Bolig and includes all phases from the acquisition of land plots, design and building
by engaging turnkey contractors. The project portfolio is focused on the urban areas of the "inter city
triangle" in south east Norway.
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The Group includes, in addition to Frigaard Property Group AS, the following subsidiaries:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Metacon AS
Alento AS
Frigaard Bolig AS
Høgliveien 30 AS
Aspelundveien 5 AS
Fagerliveien Utvikling AS
Moenskogen Utvikling AS
Rugdeveien 2 AS
Ryggeveien 33 AS
Solbyen Utvikling AS

Comments related to the financial statements
The Group’s revenues increased from MNOK 1 042.8 last year to MNOK 1 266.7 in 2020. Increased
efficiency in operations and cost effective initiatives contributed to satisfactory financial results in
2020. During 2020 19 development properties were sold, compared to 47 units last year. At year end
69 development properties are under construction.
Total cash flow from operating activities was MNOK 67.1 in 2020, and the operating profit is MNOK
84.6. The difference mainly concerns timing differences in the payment plan in the construction
projects compared to 2020, and sales of shares in subsidiaries. The Group’s cash flow from
investments during 2020 amounted to MNOK 20. This is mainly due to the sale of shares in
subsidiaries in the group which gave a positive cash effect of MNOK 26.
The Group’s liquidity reserve as of 31.12.2020 amounted to MNOK 258.8.
The Group’s short-term debt as of 31.12.2020 constituted 76 % of the Group’s total debt, compared
to 37 % as of 31.12.2019. This increase is mainly attributable to a MNOK 300 bond, which was
refinanced in February 2021. The Group’s financial position is sound and adequate.
Total assets at year-end amounted to MNOK 1 122, compared to MNOK 949,5 last year. The equity
ratio was 28.7 % as of 31.12.2020, compared to 27.8 % the year before.
Market outlook
Frigaard Property Group has grown steady over the last three years, and important milestones were
reached in the third quarter 2020, winning our largest construction order ever, a combined production
and office building of more than 32.000m2. Our order backlog remains large, healthy and the portion
allocated to 2021, represents more than 70% of the company's 2020 revenue.

Our residential projects, consisting mainly of two larger projects in Moss and Fredrikstad, are yet in
their early days. When these projects are being handed over, first phase in late 2021, and
subsequently in 2022/2023, they will represent a significant step up in revenue from our development
segment.
To secure the potential in our construction and residential project backlog we have strengthened our
team within finance, management and project execution during 2020.
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The Covid 19 situation and constantly changing regulations, has increased the pressure and
complexity, amongst others related to foreign labor at our production and construction sites. Despite
the uncertainty related to the pandemic, the housing market has shown strong development.

Going into 2021 with solid financials, strong liquidity position, healthy backlog, we look forward to a
continued solid 2021.
Financial risk
Overall view on objectives and strategy
The company is exposed to financial risk in different areas, especially changes in interest rate and
economic conditions that affect investment in real estate. The goal is to reduce the financial risk as
much as possible. The Group has minor exposure to changes in exchange rates as only a small part of
purchase is done in foreign currency. There is no current strategy to include the use of financial
instruments.
Market risk
Frigaard Property Group's earning are sensitive to fluctuations in macroeconomic factors that affect
demand from the private market. The development and construction of turnkey homes is particularly
sensitive to cyclical fluctuations, and earnings in Property developments are closely related to new
project start-ups. To reduce the risk associated with unsold projects, Frigaard Property Group will not
as a general principle initiate new construction of turnkey homes until a sale ratio of 50 % has been
achieved.

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial losses due to the inability of a customer to fulfil their contractual
obligations. The Group’s credit risk is mainly related to the settlement of receivables, with the largest
risk linked to the Group’s trade receivables. The credit risk from trade receivables is linked to the
customer’s ability to pay, not the customer’s willingness to pay (project risk). Credit risk is managed
through the contracts with the contracting client and good credit follow-up routines.
The risk for losses on receivables is considered to be low, but can be expected to increase as a result
of the market conditions. The Group has not yet experienced significant losses on receivables.

Liquidity risk
Liquidity risk is the risk that Frigaard Property Group will not be able to fulfill its payment obligations
when they fall due. Good liquidity is essential to ensure profitability in Frigaard Property Group and
the company’s ability to invest and take risks in capital-intensive activities. Liquidity risk management
is included in the objective of financial flexibility and has high priority. Management, measurement
and control of liquidity are carried out from the project level and on through all the levels of the
organization.
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The working environment and the employees
Frigaard Property Group attaches great importance to preventing absence due to sickness.
Construction workers are prone to strains through heavy physical labour. Musculoskeletal disorders
are the main cause of long-term sickness absence in the Group. Leave of absence due to illness totaled
19 781 hours in 2020 (7 013 hours in 2019), which equals approximately 8.8 % (3,9 % in 2019)) of the
total working hours in the Group. The increase is closely connected to covid 19 and our steel factory.
The Group continue to focus on preventing absence related to sickness and has implemented a variety
of measures. HSE and procedures have been emphasized in the Group under the auspices of the
Group's health service.
There has been no incidence or reporting of work related accidents resulting in significant material
damage or personal injury occurred during the year, compared to 1 incidence during 2019.
The working environment is considered to be good, and efforts for improvements are made on an
ongoing basis.
Equal opportunities and non-discrimination
The Group aims to be a workplace with equal opportunities and has included in its policies regulations
to prevent gender discrimination regarding salary, promotion and recruiting. The Group has
traditionally recruited from environments dominated by men. The company has 128 employees, of
which ten are women. The share of women in leading positions is low. The reason for this is that the
Group operates in an industry which has traditionally been dominated by male employees.
The Discrimination Act’s objective is to promote gender equality, ensure equal opportunities and
rights, and to prevent discrimination due to ethnicity, national origin, descent, skin color, language,
religion and faith. The Group is working actively, determined and systematically to encourage the act’s
purpose within our business. Included in the activities are recruiting, salary and working conditions,
promotion, development opportunities and protection against harassment. The Group’s aim is to be a
workplace with no discrimination due to reduced functional ability and is working actively to design
and implement the physical conditions in such a manner that as many as possible can utilize the
various functions.
Environmental report
The Group seeks to limit its impact on the external environment and is promoting sustainability in the
construction industry. Environmental considerations are integrated into all group operations.
Both our construction companies have BREEAM-NOR accredited Professional (BREEAM-NOR-AP),
NGBC and has experience with projects with requirements for BREEAM certification. BREEAM-NOR is a
Norwegian adaptation of BREEAM - Norway's most widespread environmental certification for all
types of buildings. The criteria in the BREEAM-NOR manual are generally stricter than the minimum
standards in building regulations and other regulations. The criteria and performance levels represent
good or best practice for sustainable design and procurement. Our Construction segment also deliver
fossil-free construction sites when requested from our external customer.
Our steel factory has prepared EPDs for steel production and has certificates for this. An EPD
(Environmental Product Declaration) is a concise third-party verified and registered document with
transparent and comparable information on products' environmental performance throughout the life
cycle. Both the underlying LCA (Life-Cycle Assessment) and the EPD are always based on international
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standards. More than 900 EPDs from over 170 companies are now published and freely available at
EPD-Norway.
Property development is continuously working on pursuing the opportunities and valuable focus areas
within sustainability. Property development wants to actively contribute to "the green shift".
Otherwise, we comply with current standards and regulatory levels.
Waste from our operations, including waste considered harmful to the environment, is within
regulatory limitations. The Group’s operations are not regulated by licenses or impositions.

Corporate social responsibility (CRS) and sustainability
Frigaard Property Group will create value for the society by building good homes, and by working
actively to ensure sustainable housing.
Ethical, social and environmental considerations are integrated in our day-to-day operations. The
company’s goal is to be a good and secure workplace, which requires that it and its suppliers pursue
their operations in compliance with applicable legislation and statutory regulations. Furthermore,
Frigaard Property Group will be a responsible social player and seek to reduce emissions/ discharges
and damage to the natural environment.
Frigaard Property Group has zero tolerance for corruption and is concentrating particularly on
measures to combat corruption and ensure compliance with laws and regulations throughout the
construction and supply chains.
Frigaard Property Group is working actively to increase the proportion of women in the company, and
to ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels
of decision-making in Frigaard Property Group. The percentage of women working in the Group has
increased to 7.8% compared to 6.2% in 2018.
Frigaard Property Group contributes to the achievement of target Protect labour rights and promote
safe and secure working environments for all workers, including migrant workers. Our target is zero
serious injuries on our employees, which is something we have achieved this year.
The Group will establish further specific goals and measures during 2021.

Corporate governance
Good corporate governance is a board responsibility. Frigaard Property Group reports in accordance
with the requirements in section 3-3b of the Accounting Act. A statement on the group’s corporate
governance work is provided on pages 71 to 73, and will be considered at the ordinary general
meeting on 30st of April 2021.
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Post balance sheet events
In February 2021 we finalized the process of refinancing our 300 MNOK bond, which was maturing in
June 2021. The process was efficient, as planned, and secured a good mix of new and existing
investors.
We continue to implement the necessary measures to adapt to the Covid-19 situation. The close of
the Norwegian border, recently implemented by the government, has added more complexity and
uncertainty to planning of labor, still not causing any significant negatively financial impact. The
situation is monitored closely and appropriate measures are implemented.
As of February 15th the Annual Meeting of Frigaard Property Group AS decided to redeem 38 098
shares and by that reducing the share capital of the company with 76 196,- NOK, from 543 012,NOK to 466 816,- NOK. After this the share capital of the company consists of 233 408 shares each
with a par value of 2,- NOK. The effective date of the redemption was April 15th.

No other events have occurred after the balance sheet date which have had a material effect on the
issued accounts.

The parent company Frigaard Property Group AS
The primary task of the parent company Frigaard Property Group AS is to exercise ownership over the
operative entities in the Group. There are six employees in the parent company in 2020. Frigaard
Property Group AS accounts are prepared in compliance with NGAAP (Norwegian accounting rules).
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Going concern
In accordance with the Accounting Act § 3-3a, we confirm that the financial statements have been
prepared under the assumption of going concern. This assumption is based on profit forecasts for the
year 2020 and the Group’s long-term strategic forecasts. The Group’s economic and financial position
is sound.

Allocation of net income
The Board of Directors has proposed the net income of Frigaard Property Group AS to be attributed
to:
Retained Earnings

MNOK 58.3

Net income allocated

MNOK 58.3

The proposal reflects the owners’ desire to strengthen the equity position of the company.
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INCOME STATEMENT FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP
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STATEMENT OF CASHFLOW FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP
All amounts in NOK thousand

Cash flow from operations
Profit before income taxes
Taxes paid in the period
Gain/loss from sale of fixed assets
Adjustment for gains on disposal of shares in subsidiaries
Depreciation
Impairement of fixed assets
Change in inventory
Change in trade receivables
Change in trade account payables
Change in other provisions
Net cash flow from operations
Cash flow from investments
Purchase of fixed assets and investment property
Proceeds from disposals of investment property
Purchase of subsidiaries (net of cash)
Proceeds from sale of other investments and sale of subsidiaries
Purchase of other investment
Net cash flow from investments
Cash flow from financing
Repayment of long term loans
Proceeds from long term construction loans
Repayment of construction loans
Repayment of short term loans
Repayment of financial lease liabilities
Capital reduction
Net cash flow from financing
Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

Note

16
8,10
11
8, 9
12
13

8,10
10
11

17
17

9

2020

2019

64 623
-46 595
7 507
110
-54 104
17 428
16 531
61 652
67 152

23 776
-782
8 765
6 729
4 646
-3 960
31 413
-115 101
-44 514

-1 523
25 998
-4 487
19 988

-6 356
65 235
-29 234
125
-8
29 762

-8 540
95 170
-81 024
-5 081
-5 319
-4 794

-2 763
43 811
-43 295
-5 010
-11 796
-19 053

82 346
176 410
258 756

-33 805
210 215
176 410
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NOTE 1. ACCOUNTING POLICIES – FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP
General information
Frigaard Property Group AS is a Norwegian building- and construction group with its main office
located in Sarpsborg. The Group is operating in Norway. The Group's activities are described in greater
detail in Note 3 – Segment information.
The head office is located at Sandesundsveien 2, 1724 Sarpsborg.
The consolidated accounts were approved by the Board of Directors on 22 of April 2021.

NOTE 2. BASIS OF PREPARATION AND SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
2.1 Income and cash flow statements
Frigaard Property Group has elected to present a single consolidated statement of comprehensive
income and presents its expenses by nature.
The Group reports cash flows from operating activities using the indirect method. Interest received is
presented within investing cash flows, and interest paid is presented within operating cash flows. The
acquisitions of investment properties are disclosed as cash flows from investing activities because this
most appropriately reflects the Group’s business activities.

2.2. Financial reporting framework and basis of preparation of the consolidated financial statements
The 2020 consolidated financial statements for Frigaard Property Group AS’ are prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and interpretations by the IFRS
Interpretations Committee (IFRIC) as endorsed by the European Union (EU). There are no material
differences between IFRS as issued by the IASB and as endorsed by the EU for the consolidated
financial statements of the group.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis, except for certain
financial assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value.
The functional currency of the parent company is Norwegian Kroner (NOK), and this is also the
presentation currency of both the parent and the group.
The preparation of financial statements in accordance with IFRS requires the use of accounting
estimates which by definition, will seldom equal the actual results. Management also needs to
exercise judgement in applying the group’s accounting policies. Accounting estimates are areas that
involves a higher degree of judgement or complexity, and of items which are more likely to be
materially adjusted due to estimates and assumptions turning out to be wrong. Detailed information
about each of these estimates and judgements is included in paragraph 6.
The consolidated accounts have been prepared on the basis of uniform accounting principles for
equivalent transactions and events under otherwise equivalent circumstances.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
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2.3 Consolidation principles and equity accounting
Subsidiaries
Group Companies
Frigaard Property Group AS (parent company)
Metacon AS
Alento AS
Sub-group Frigaard Bolig:
Frigaard Bolig AS (parent company in sub-group)
Høgliveien 30 AS
Aspelundveien 5 AS
Fagerliveien Utvikling AS
Moenskogen Utvikling AS
Rugdeveien 2 AS
Ryggeveien 33 AS
Solbyen Utvikling AS

Location
Sarpsborg
Rakkestad
Drammen
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg

Ownership
100 %
100 %
100 %
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Control
Subsidiaries are all entities (including structured entities) over which the group has control. The group
controls an entity when the group is exposed to, or has rights to, variable returns from its involvement
with the entity and has the ability to affect those returns through its power to direct the activities of
the entity. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from the date on which control is transferred to the
group. They are deconsolidated from the date that control ceases. The acquisition method of
accounting is used to account for business combinations by the group.
Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealised gains on transactions between Group companies
are eliminated. Unrealised losses are also eliminated unless the transaction provides evidence of an
impairment of the transferred asset. Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where
necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the Group.
Non-controlling interests in the results and equity of subsidiaries are shown separately in the
consolidated statement of profit or loss, statement of comprehensive income, statement of changes
in equity and balance sheet respectively.
The Group treats transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in a loss of control as
transactions with equity owners of the Group. A change in ownership interest results in an adjustment
between the carrying amounts of the controlling and non-controlling interests to reflect their relative
interests in the subsidiary. Any difference between the amount of the adjustment to non-controlling
interests and any consideration paid or received is recognized in a separate reserve within equity
attributable to owners of Frigaard Property Group AS.

2.3.1 Accounting for business combinations
The Group applies the acquisition method to account for business combinations. The consideration
transferred for the acquisition of a subsidiary that meets the definition of a business is the fair values
of the assets transferred, the liabilities incurred to the former owners of the acquire and the equity
interests issued by the Group. The consideration transferred includes the fair value of any asset or
liability resulting from a contingent consideration arrangement. Identifiable assets acquired and
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liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed in a business combination are measured initially at their
fair values as at the acquisition date. The Group recognizes any non-controlling interest in the
acquiree on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis, either at fair value or at the non-controlling interest’s
proportionate share of the recognized amounts of acquirer's identifiable net assets.
Acquisition related costs are expensed as incurred. If the business combination is achieved in stages,
the acquisition date carrying value of the acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree is
remeasured to fair value as at the acquisition date, any gains or losses arising from such
remeasurement are recognised in profit or loss.
Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the Group is recognised at fair value at the
acquisition date. Subsequent changes to the fair value of the contingent consideration that are
deemed to be an asset or liability are recognised in profit or loss. Contingent consideration that is
classified as equity is not remeasured, and its subsequent settlement is accounted for within equity.
The excess of the consideration transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in the
acquiree and the acquisition date fair value of any previous equity interest in the acquiree over the fair
value of the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. If the total amount of
consideration transferred, non-controlling interest recognized and previously held interest measured
is less than the fair value of the net assets of the business acquired in the case of a bargain purchase,
the difference is recognized directly in the income statement
Accounting for asset acquisitions
For acquisition of a subsidiary not meeting the definition of a business, the Group allocates the cost
between the individual identifiable assets and liabilities in the Group based on their relative fair values
as at the date of acquisition. Such transactions or events do not give rise to goodwill.
Changes in ownership interests in subsidiaries without change of control
Transactions with non-controlling interests that do not result in loss of control are accounted for as
equity transactions – that is, as transactions with the owners in their capacity as owners. The
difference between the fair value of any consideration paid and the relevant share acquired of the
carrying value of net assets of the subsidiary is recorded in equity. Gains or losses on disposals to noncontrolling interests are also recorded in equity.
Disposal of subsidiaries
When the Group ceases to have control, any retained interest in the entity is remeasured to its fair
value at the date when control is lost, with the change in the carrying amount recognised in profit or
loss. The fair value is the initial carrying amount for the purposes of subsequently accounting for the
retained interest as an associate, joint venture or financial asset. In addition, any amounts previously
recognised in other comprehensive income in respect of that entity are accounted for as if the Group
had directly disposed of the related assets or liabilities. This may mean that amounts previously
recognised in other comprehensive income are reclassified to profit or loss.
2.4 Segment reporting
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the
chief operating decision maker.
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Frigaard Property Group AS has defined its two segments as:
•
•

Property development
Construction

See Note 3 on segment reporting for more details. See also the detailed description under income
recognition.

2.5 Property, plant and equipment
All property, plant and equipment (PPE) are stated at historical cost less depreciation. Historical cost
includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the items and, where applicable,
borrowing costs. Cost of an item of PPE includes its purchase price and any directly attributable costs.
Cost includes the cost of replacing part of an existing PPE at the time that cost is incurred if the
recognition criteria's are met and excludes the costs of day-to-day servicing of an item of PPE.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or are recognized as a separate asset, as
appropriate, only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow
to the Group and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of those parts
that are replaced is derecognized.
All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the income statement during the financial period in
which they are incurred. Depreciation, based on a component approach, is calculated using the
straight-line method to allocate the cost over the assets’ estimated useful lives.
Estimated useful life by category is as follows:
•
•
•

Buildings, 20 years
Machinery and equipment, 3 -7 years
Other assets, 3 -5 years

An asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if its carrying
amount is greater than its estimated recoverable amount. Gain and losses on disposal are determined
by comparing the transaction price to the book value of the assets.
2.6 Leasing activities
The Group has applied IFRS 16 using the modified retrospective approach, from 01.01.2017.
Significant accounting policies
Identifying a lease
At the inception of a contract, The Group assesses whether the contract is, or contains, a lease. A
contract is, or contains, a lease if the contract conveys the right to control the use of an identified
asset for a period of time in exchange for consideration. To determine whether a contract conveys the
right to control the use of an identified asset, the Group assesses whether:
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•
•
•
•
•

The agreement creates enforceable rights of payment and obligations
The identified asset is physically distinct
It has the right to obtain substantially all of the economic benefits from use of the asset
It has the right to direct he use of the asset
The supplier does not have a substantive right to substitute the asset throughout the period
of use

The group leases various properties, equipment and cars. Rental contracts are typically made for fixed
periods of one to five years but property lease agreements may have further extension options. Lease
terms are negotiated on an individual basis and contain a range of different terms and conditions. The
lease agreements do not impose any covenants, but leased assets may not be used as security for
borrowing purposes.
Group as a lessee
Separating components in the lease contract
For contracts that constitutes, or contains a lease, the Group separates lease components if it benefits
from the use of each underlying asset either on its own or together with other resources that are
readily available, and the underlying asset is neither highly dependent on, nor highly interrelated with,
the other underlying assets in the contract. The Group then account's for each lease component
within the contract as a lease separately from non-lease components of the contract. The Group
allocates the consideration in the contract to each lease component on the basis of the relative standalone price of the lease component and the aggregate stand-alone price of the non-lease
components. If an observable stand-alone price is not readily available, the Group estimates this price
by maximising the use of observable information.

Recognition of leases and exemptions
At the lease commencement date, the Group recognises a lease liability and corresponding right-ofuse asset for all lease agreements in which it is the lessee, except for the following exemptions
applied:
•
•

Short-term leases (defined as 12 months or less)
Low value assets

For these leases, the Group recognises the lease payments as other operating expenses in the
statement of profit or loss when they incur.
Measuring the lease liability
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments for the right to use
the underlying asset during the lease term that are not paid at the commencement date. The lease
term represents the non-cancellable period of the lease, together with periods covered by an option
to extend the lease when the Group is reasonably certain to exercise this option, and periods covered
by an option to terminate the lease if the Group is reasonably certain not to exercise that option.
The lease payments included in the measurement comprise of:
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•
•
•
•
•

Fixed lease payments (including in-substance fixed payments), less any lease incentives
receivable
Variable lease payments that depend on an index or a rate, initially measured using the index
or rate at the commencement date
Amount expected to be payable by the Group under residual value guarantees
The exercise price of a purchase option, if the Group is reasonably certain to exercise that
option
Payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease term reflects the Group exercising
an option to terminate the lease.

The Group do not include variable lease payments in the lease liability arising from contracted index
regulations subject to future events, such as inflation. Instead, the Group recognises these costs in
profit or loss in the period in which the event or condition that triggers those payments occurs.
The lease liability is subsequently measured by increasing the carrying amount to reflect interest on
the lease liability, reducing the carrying amount to reflect the lease payments made and remeasuring
the carrying amount to reflect any reassessment or lease modifications, or to reflect adjustments in
lease payments due to an adjustment in an index or rate.
Group presents its lease liabilities as separate line items in the statement of financial position.

Measuring the right-of-use asset
The right-of-use asset is initially measured at cost. The cost of the right-of-use asset comprise:
•
•
•
•

The amount of the initial measurement of the lease liability
Any lease payments made at or before the commencement date, less any lease incentives
received
Any initial direct costs incurred by the Group
An estimate of costs to be incurred by the Group in dismantling and removing the underlying
asset, restoring the site on which it is located or restoring the underlying asset to the
condition required by the terms and conditions of the lease, unless those costs are incurred to
produce inventories.

The right-of-use asset is subsequently measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and
impairment losses. The Group applies the depreciation requirements in IAS 16 Property, Plant and
Equipment in depreciating the right-of-use asset, except that the right-of-use asset is depreciated
from the commencement date to the earlier of the lease term and the remaining useful life of the
right-of-use asset. The Group has elected to not apply the revaluation model for its right of use asset
for leased buildings.
The Group applies IAS 36 Impairment of Assets to determine whether the right-of-use asset is
impaired and to account for any impairment loss identified.
Group presents it's right-of-use assets as separate line items in the consolidated statement of financial
position.
The lease payments are discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease, if that rate can be
determined, or the group’s incremental borrowing rate.
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2.7 Investment property
Property that is held for long-term rental yields or for capital appreciation or both, and that is not
occupied by the companies in the consolidated Group, is classified as investment property.
Investment property is measured initially at its cost, including related transaction costs and where
applicable borrowing costs. After initial recognition, investment property is carried at fair value. The
changes in fair value are recognised in Net gain/(loss) from fair value adjustment of investment
property. Tax compensation that is the result of purchase of investment property is recognized in the
period after the acquisition in the consolidated profit and loss as Net gain/(loss) from fair value
adjustment of investment property.
Fair value is based on active market prices, adjusted, if necessary, for differences in the nature,
location or condition of the specific asset. If this information is not available, the Group uses
alternative valuation methods, such as recent prices in less active markets or discounted cash flow
projections.
The fair value of investment property reflects, among other things, rental income from current leases
and other assumptions market participants would make when pricing the property under current
market conditions.
Subsequent expenditure is capitalised to the asset’s carrying amount only when it is probable that
future economic benefits associated with the expenditure will flow to the Group and the cost of the
item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and maintenance costs are expensed when incurred.
When part of an investment property is replaced, the carrying amount of the replaced part is
derecognised.
Changes in fair values are recognized in the income statement. Investment properties are
derecognised when they have been disposed.
Where the Group disposes of a property at fair value in an arm’s length transaction, the carrying value
immediately prior to the sale is adjusted to the transaction price, and the adjustment is recorded in
the income statement within net gain from fair value adjustment on investment property.
Where an investment property undergoes a change in use, evidenced by commencement of
development with a view to sale, the property is transferred to inventories. A property’s deemed cost
for subsequent accounting as inventories is its fair value at the date of change in use.
If an investment property becomes owner-occupied, it is reclassified as property, plant and
equipment. Its fair value at the date of reclassification becomes its cost for subsequent accounting
purposes.
Investment property is valued at its fair value based on an annual valuation carried out by the
independent real estate agent that has substantial experience in valuing these types of properties in
the geographical areas in which the groups investment properties are located.
The fair value given by the real estate agent is combined with internal valuations in order to conclude
with the best estimate of the fair value of the group's investment properties. The value is calculated by
discounting yearly net rental income, with a discount rate that reflects risk in the net rental income.
Contractual and expected cash flows are included in the calculations. Determination of fair value for
investment properties is significantly affected by factors such as assumed market rent, future
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maintenance, discount rate, inflation, and residual value. Inflation assumptions are based on Norges
Bank's long-term inflation target of 2 percent. The fair value represents the amount at which the
assets could be exchanged between a knowledgeable, willing buyer and seller in an arm's length
transaction at the date of valuation.
The group sold its investment property in 2019, for more information, see note 10.

2.8 Goodwill
Goodwill arises on the acquisition of businesses and represents the excess of the consideration
transferred, the amount of any non-controlling interest in the acquiree and the acquisition date fair
value of any previous equity interest in the acquiree over the fair value of the identifiable net assets
acquired. If the total of consideration transferred, non-controlling interest recognised and previously
held interest measured at fair value is less than the fair value of the net assets of the business
acquired, in case of a bargain purchase, the difference is recognised directly in the income statement.
For the purpose of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is allocated to
each of the cash generating units (CGUs), or groups of CGUs, that is expected to benefit from the
synergies of the combination. Each unit or group of units to which the goodwill is allocated represents
the lowest level within the entity at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management
purposes.
Goodwill is monitored at the operating segment level. Goodwill impairment reviews are undertaken
annually or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate a potential impairment.
The carrying value of the CGU containing the goodwill is compared to the recoverable amount, which
is the higher of value in use and the fair value less costs of disposal.
2.9 Depreciation and amortization
Depreciation and amortization expenses are measured on a straight-line basis over the estimated
useful life of the asset, commencing when the asset is ready for its intended use. Tangible and
intangible assets with an indefinite useful life are not depreciated.

A component of an item of property, plant and equipment with a significantly differing useful life and
a cost that is significant in relation to the item is depreciated separately. At each financial year-end the
Group reviews the residual value and useful life of its assets, with any estimate changes accounted for
prospectively over the remaining useful life of the asset.

Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets are reviewed for impairment whenever events or
changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable, in accordance
with IAS 36 Impairment of Assets. Intangible assets with indefinite useful life are tested for impairment
at least annually.
2.10 Impairment of non-financial assets
Goodwill and intangible assets that have an indefinite useful life are not subject to amortisation and
are tested annually for impairment, or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate
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that they might be impaired. Other assets are tested for impairment whenever events or changes in
circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is
recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs of disposal and value in use. For the
purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are
separately identifiable cash inflows which are largely independent of the cash inflows from other
assets or groups of assets (cash-generating units). Non-financial assets other than goodwill that
suffered impairment, are reviewed for possible reversal of the impairment at each reporting date.
Impairment losses on goodwill are not reversed.
2.11 Financial assets and financial liabilities
Classification

The Group classifies its financial assets in two categories; those to be measured subsequently at fair
value (either through OCI or through profit or loss) and those to be measured at amortized cost.
The classification depends on the entity’s business model for managing the financial assets and the
contractual terms of the cash flows. For assets measured at fair value, gains and losses will either be
recorded in profit or loss or OCI. For investments in equity instruments that are not held for trading,
this will depend on whether the Group has made an irrevocable election at the time of initial
recognition to account for the equity investment at fair value through other comprehensive income
(FVOCI). The Group reclassifies debt investments when and only when its business model for
managing those assets changes.
Recognition and derecognition
Regular way purchases and sales of financial assets are recognised on the trade date, the date on
which the Group commits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets are derecognised when the
rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or have been transferred and the
Group has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.
Measurement
At initial recognition, the Group measures a financial asset at its fair value plus, in the case of a
financial asset not at fair value through profit or loss (FVPL), transaction costs that are directly
attributable to the acquisition of the financial asset. Transaction costs of financial assets carried at
FVPL are expensed in profit or loss. Financial assets with embedded derivatives are considered in their
entirety when determining whether their cash flows are solely payment of principal and interest.
Subsequent measurement of debt instruments depends on the Group’s business model for managing
the asset and the cash flow characteristics of the asset. There are three measurement categories into
which the Group classifies its debt instruments:
Amortised cost: Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows where those cash flows
represent solely payments of principal and interest are measured at amortised cost. Interest income
from these financial assets is included in finance income using the effective interest rate method. Any
gain or loss arising on derecognition is recognised directly in profit or loss and presented in other gains
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(losses) together with foreign exchange gains and losses. Impairment losses are presented as a
separate line item in the consolidated statement of profit or loss.
FVOCI: Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows and for selling the financial assets,
where the assets’ cash flows represent solely payments of principal and interest, are measured at
FVOCI. Movements in the carrying amount are taken through OCI, except for the recognition of
impairment gains or losses, interest income and foreign exchange gains and losses, which are
recognised in profit or loss. When the financial asset is derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss
previously recognised in OCI is reclassified from equity to profit or loss and recognised in other gains
(losses). Interest income from these financial assets is included in finance income using the effective
interest rate method. Foreign exchange gains and losses are presented in other gains (losses) and
impairment expenses are presented as a separate line item in the consolidated statement of profit or
loss.
FVPL: Assets that do not meet the criteria for amortised cost or FVOCI are measured at FVPL. A gain or
loss on a debt investment that is subsequently measured at FVPL is recognised in profit or loss and is
presented net within other gains (losses) in the period in which it arises.
Financial assets represent a contractual right by the Group to receive cash or another financial asset in
the future. Financial assets include financial derivatives, receivables and equity interests. Financial
assets are derecognized when the rights to receive cash from the asset have expired or when the
Group has transferred its rights to receive cash flows and has either transferred substantially all of the
risks and rewards of the asset or has transferred control of the asset.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents in the balance sheet includes cash, bank deposits and all other monetary
instruments with a maturity of less than three months from the date of acquisition, and are measured
at nominal value.
Trade receivable
Trade receivable are initially recognized at fair value, subsequently accounted for at amortized cost
and are reviewed for impairment on an ongoing basis. Individual accounts are assessed for
impairment taking into consideration indicators of financial difficulty and management assessment.
Discounting generally does not have a material effect on accounts receivable, however, in special
cases discounting may be applied.
Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities represent a contractual obligation by the Group to deliver cash in the future, and
are classified as either short or long-term. The Group recognises a financial liability when it first
becomes a party to the contractual rights and obligations in the contract.
All financial liabilities are initially recognised at fair value, minus (in the case of a financial liability that
is not at FVPL) transaction costs that are directly attributable to issuing the financial liability. Financial
liabilities are measured at amortised cost, unless the Group opted to measure a liability at FVPL.
A financial liability is derecognised when the obligation under the liability is discharged, cancelled or
expires.
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All loans and borrowings are initially recognized initially at fair value less directly attributable
transaction costs. After initial recognition, interest bearing loans and borrowings are subsequently
measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Financial liabilities included in trade and other payables are recognised initially at fair value and
subsequently at amortised cost. The fair value of a non-interest bearing liability is its discounted
repayment amount. If the due date of the liability is less than one year, discounting is omitted.
Impairment of financial assets
The Group assesses at each balance sheet date whether there is objective evidence that a financial
asset or a group of financial assets is impaired, and the assessment is forward-looking based on the
expected credit losses associated with its debt instruments carried at amortised cost and FVOCI. The
impairment methodology applied depends on whether there has been a significant increase in credit
risk.
The Group’s financial assets are subject to the expected credit loss model.
For trade receivables, the Group measure the loss allowance at an amount equal to the lifetime
expected credit loss.
Debt investment and other instruments are considered to be low credit risk when they have a low risk
of default and the issuer has a strong capacity to meet its contractual cash flow obligations in the near
term.
The impairment charge for debt investments at FVOCI is recognised in profit or loss and reduces the
fair value loss otherwise recognised in OCI.

2.12 Income taxes, current and deferred
The income tax expense or credit for the period is the tax payable on the current period’s taxable
income based on the applicable income tax rate adjusted by changes in deferred tax assets and
liabilities attributable to temporary differences and to unused tax losses.
The current income tax charge is calculated on the basis of the tax laws enacted or substantively
enacted at the end of the reporting period in the countries where the company’s subsidiaries and
associates operate and generate taxable income. Management periodically evaluates positions taken
in tax returns with respect to situations in which applicable tax regulation is subject to interpretation.
It establishes provisions where appropriate on the basis of amounts expected to be paid to the tax
authorities.
Deferred income tax is provided in full, using the liability method, on temporary differences arising
between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts in the consolidated financial
statements. According to the exception in IAS 12, deferred income tax is not accounted for if it arises
from initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction other than a business combination that
at the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable profit or loss. Deferred income
tax is determined using tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the
end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when the related deferred income tax asset is
realised or the deferred income tax liability is settled.
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Deferred tax assets are recognized only if it is probable that future taxable amounts will be available to
utilise those temporary differences and losses.
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to offset current
tax assets and liabilities and when the deferred tax balances relate to the same taxation authority.
Current tax assets and tax liabilities are offset where the entity has a legally enforceable right to offset
and intends either to settle on a net basis, or to realise the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.
Current and deferred tax is recognised in profit or loss, except to the extent that it relates to items
recognised in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. In this case, the tax is also recognised
in other comprehensive income or directly in equity, respectively.

2.13 Employee benefits and post-employment benefits
Payments to employees, such as wages, salaries, social security contributions, paid annual leave, as
well as bonus agreements are accrued in the period in which the associated services are rendered by
the employee.
Contributions to the Groups defined contribution plan is recognized in the income statement in the
period in which they accrue.

2.14 Provisions
Provisions for legal claims are recognised when:
•
•
•

the Group has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events;
it is probable that an outflow of resources will be required to settle the obligation; and
the amount can be reliably estimated.

Provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle
the obligation using a pre-tax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of
money and the risks specific to the obligation. The increase in the provision due to passage of time is
recognised as finance cost. Where the Group, as lessee, is contractually required to restore a leased
property to an agreed condition prior to release by a lessor, provision is made for such costs as they
are identified.

2.15 Share capital and dividends
Shares are classified as equity when there is no obligation to transfer cash or other assets. Incremental
costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are shown in equity as a deduction, net of tax,
from the proceeds.
The amount of dividends recognised as distributions to owners during the period and the related
amount per share are presented either in the consolidated statement of changes in equity or in the
notes. Dividends will not be displayed in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income or
income statement.
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2.16 Borrowing costs
General and specific borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of qualifying assets, which are assets that necessarily take a substantial period of time to
get ready for their intended use or sale, are added to the cost of those assets, until such time as the
assets are substantially ready for their intended use or sale.

Investment income earned on the temporary investment of specific borrowings pending their
expenditure on qualifying assets is deducted from the borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation. All
other borrowing costs are recognised in profit or loss in the period in which they are incurred.
Frigaard Property Group capitalises borrowing costs on qualifying inventories.
2.17 Revenue recognition
Revenue includes rental income, sale of developed properties and revenue from contracting projects.
Property development
The Group develops land and property for the purpose of selling residential properties (turnkey
homes). Revenue is recognised when control over the property has been transferred to the customer.
The properties have generally no alternative use for the Group due to contractual restrictions.
However, an enforceable right to payment does not arise until legal title has passed to the customer.
Therefore, revenue is recognised at the point in time when the legal title has passed to the customer.
The revenue is measured at the transaction price agreed under the contract. In most cases, the
consideration is due when legal title has been transferred. While deferred payment terms may be
agreed in rare circumstances, the deferral never exceeds twelve months. The transaction price is
therefore not adjusted for the effects of a significant financing component.

Unsold land and property are capitalized under development properties. Fair value of development
properties is based on concrete, individual assessments. If fair value is considered to be lower than
cost price, write-downs are made at fair value.
Rental income
Rental income from investment properties is recognized on a straight-line basis over the lease term.
When the Group provides incentives to its tenants, the cost of the incentives is recognized over the
lease term, on a straight-line basis, as a reduction of rental income.
Construction
The largest operating segment in the Group relates construction projects. These are engineering and
construction projects delivered to public and private customers based on contractual agreed scope
and price. These arrangements are characterized by the fact that the customers finance the projects.
Revenue from engineering and construction projects is recognized over the lifetime for the project as
these customer contracts qualify as performance obligations satisfied over time. According to IFRS 15,
the revenue from contracting projects is to be recognized over time (percentage-of-completion) in
connection with a gradual transition of control. Application of the percentage-of-completion method
entails income recognition in pace with the degree of completion of the project. To determine the
amount of income worked up at a specific point in time, the following components are required:
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•
•
•

Project revenue – Revenues related to the customer contract. The revenues must be of such a
character that the recipient can credit them to income in the form of actual payment received
or another form of payment.
Project cost – Costs attributable to the construction assignment, which correspond to project
revenues.
Completion rate (worked-up rate): recognized costs in relation to estimated total assignment
costs, which reflects how the control is transferred to the purchaser.

As a consequence of income recognition based on the percentage-of-completion method, the trend of
earnings of ongoing projects is reflected immediately in the financial statements. Percentage-ofcompletion income recognition is subject to a component of uncertainty. Due to unforeseen events,
the final profit of the projects may occasionally be higher or lower than expected. It is particularly
difficult to anticipate profit at the beginning of the project period and for technically complex projects
or projects that extend over a long period.
Provisions for potential losses are recognized against income for the relevant year, and provisions for
losses are recognized as soon as they become known. Contract modifications covering alterations and
supplementary works, compensation for shortcomings in tender specifications and similar items are
recognized when the modifications are enforceable; meaning when there is a legal right to payment
for them.
2.18 Interest income and expense
Interest income and expense are recognised within finance income and finance costs in profit or loss
using the effective interest rate method, except for borrowing costs relating to qualifying assets,
which are capitalised as part of the cost of that asset. The Group has chosen to capitalise borrowing
costs on all qualifying assets irrespective of whether they are measured at fair value or not.
2.19 New standards and interpretations not yet adopted
New and amended IFRS Standards adopted by the Group
FPG Group has not implemented any new accounting standards or otherwise made any significant
changes to accounting policies during 2020

Other standards and interpretations not yet adopted
There are no IFRS standards or IFRIC interpretations that are not yet effective that would be expected
to have a material impact on the Group.
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2.20. Financial risk management
2.20.1. Financial risk factors
Through its business operations in the market for property development and construction projects,
the Group is, aside from business risk, exposed to various financial risks.
These financial risks are defined as market risk (including interest rate risk and other price risk), credit
risk and liquidity risk. The primary objectives of the financial risk management function are to establish
risk limits, and then ensure that exposure to risks stays within these limits.
Risk management is carried out by Group management.

Market risk
Market risk can be defined as the risk that the group's income and expenses, future cash flows or fair
value of financial instruments will vary as a result of changes in market prices. The market price
includes three types of risks: exchange risks, interest risks and price risks.
Foreign exchange risk
The Group operates primarily in the Norwegian market and is therefore subject to limited foreign
exchange risk. No hedge accounting in accordance with IFRS 9 is applied.
Price risk
Frigaard Property Group has no significant exposure to price risk as it does not hold any equity
securities or commodities. The Group is not exposed to price risk other than in respect of financial
instruments, such as property price risk including property rentals risk.
The demand for residential and commercial properties is subject to a large number of risk factors,
including economic downturns, interest levels, urbanization trends and demographic changes. Shifts in
demand is closely monitored, and reflected in commercial plans and budgets. No residential building
projects will not as a general principle be approved by the board of directors before a minimum of 50
% of the value of a property project has been sold.
See paragraph 6 for further information regarding Critical accounting estimates and assumptions.
Government regulations and zoning restriction risks
Changes in property regulations, legislation and zoning restrictions from the relevant public
authorities can affect both the progress and implementation of the various property development
projects of Frigaard Property Group, and can thus potentially limit the opportunities for further
development of properties. This can in turn lead to delays and cost increases.
Interest rate risk
The group's interest rate risk is mainly related to bonds and bank loans where the interest rate is not
fixed. See note 18 Interest-bearing liabilities for an overview of such loans and bonds. An increase in
floating rates would lead to an increase in interest costs and reduce net income and cash flow. No
interest rate swap agreements has been entered into.
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Customer credit risk - risk in trade accounts receivable
Credit risk refers to the risk that a counter-party will default on its contractual obligations resulting in
financial loss to the group. Customer credit risk is managed through Frigaard Property Group’s
common procedures for identifying and managing risk, including tender approval procedure and
ongoing operational risk assessments of varying sizes and types with the different customer categories
in the markets of operation.
Frigaard Property Group’s credit risk refers the risk to the group's trade receivables and investment in
liquid assets. As the for business for housing development a large part is based on customer
prepayments before the hand over of the property, the group's credit risk is considered reasonably
low. For building and engineering contracts, the customer is normally subject to arrangements
ensuring bank guarantees and prepayments throughout the project.
The Group’s operations related to construction projects extends customer credit related to account
receivables and recognized work-in-project receivables. Historic customer credit losses has been
limited, and projects are invoiced in advance as much as possible. In other operations, the extension
of credit is limited to customary invoicing periods.
The customer credit risk related to commercial customers are therefore considered medium. In the
case where construction projects customers are public sector clients, state or municipal owned
enterprises, the customer credit risk is considered to be low.

Liquidity and refinancing risk
Liquidity and refinancing risk is defined as the risk of Frigaard Property Group not being able to meet
its payment obligations due to lack of liquidity or due to difficulties in obtaining or rolling over external
loans and bonds. Constraints regarding financing opportunities will negatively affect cash flows from
planned projects. The Group uses liquidity forecasting as a means of managing the fluctuations in
short-term liquidity. Surplus liquidity is, if possible, is primarily used to repay the principal on loan
liabilities and redemption right regarding issued bonds.

Funding
The Group’s principal financial liabilities, besides derivative financial liabilities, comprise of various
bonds, bank loans, trade and other payables. The main purpose of these financial liabilities is to
finance the Group’s operations. Frigaard Property Group has borrowing arrangement through both
committed bank credit facilities and market funding programs. In addition to building- and
development loans in various banks, Frigaard Property Group has at year end a bond loan of NOK 300
million which was maturing in June 2021. The bond has been refinanced in February 2021, with a new
3 year maturing bond. The bond was redeemed in February at a price equal to 101 percent of the
outstanding bond amount.
The bond loan is defined as a senior secured bond with a security pledged in the shares in the directly
owned subsidiaries. The bond loan limit is NOK 600 million, where Frigaard Property Group as of the
balance sheet date has drawn up NOK 300 million. The refinanced Bond has a limit of NOK 500 million.
There are no covenants related to the bond loan, but further borrowing can only be made if net debt /
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EBITDA <3.0 and ICR> 3.0. The bond loan was listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange in the second quarter
of 2019. The new bond will be listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange before the 10 of July 2021.
These arrangements provide good preparedness for temporary fluctuations in the Group’s short-term
liquidity requirements and ensure long-term funding for property development projects.
All decisions relating to external long term financing in the Group's subsidiaries are made by the
management of the parent company, i.e no subsidiary has a mandate to take out loans themselves or
establish overdraft facilities. The Group companies can issue ordinary project guarantees to its
customers.
Frigaard Property Group has no official credit rating.
Capital management
The Group's main goal is to maximize shareholder value while ensuring the Group's ability to continue
operations. The group has an overall target to maintain a capital structure that gives the group an
optimal capital binding given the current market situation. The group makes the necessary changes to
their capital structure based on an ongoing assessment of the business' financial situation and future
prospects in the short and medium term.

2.21 Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The preparation of financial statements requires the use of accounting estimates which, by definition,
will seldom equal the actual results. Management also needs to exercise judgement in applying the
Group’s accounting policies.
Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated, and are based on historical experience and other
factors, including expectations of future events that may have a financial impact on the entity and that
are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
Management makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting
estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates, assumptions and
management judgments that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are outlined below.

Investment properties
The fair value of investment properties is determined by using valuation techniques.

Property projects under construction
The Group commenced construction of several investment properties and commercial building
projects during the year, where the customer contracts qualify for revenue recognition over time
based on the percentage-of-completion method. A consequence of income recognition based on the
percentage-of-completion method, the trend of earnings of ongoing projects is reflected immediately
in the financial statements. Percentage-of-completion income recognition is subject to a component
of uncertainty. Due to unforeseen events, the final profit of the projects may occasionally be higher or
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lower than expected. It is particularly difficult to anticipate profit at the beginning of the project
period and for technically complex projects or projects that extend over a long period.

Goodwill
Goodwill on acquisitions of subsidiaries is not amortized but is tested for impairment annually, or
more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that it might be impaired, and is
carried at cost less accumulated impairment losses. Gains and losses on the disposal of an entity
include the carrying amount of goodwill relating to the entity sold.
The two operating segments are considered to be different cash generating units (CGU) against which
goodwill is tested. The recoverable amount from the CGU is calculated by taking the historical cash
flows for the CGU, taken into account expectations for moderate growth in the market segments.
Calculation of the fair value less costs of disposal is classified as Level 3 in the fair value hierarchy.
Non- GAAP measures
The group reports its financial results in accordance with accounting principles IFRS as issued by the
IASB and as endorsed by the EU. However, management believes that certain non-GAAP financial
measures provide management and other users with additional meaningful financial information that
should be considered when assessing the group’s ongoing performance. Management, the board of
directors and the long term lenders regularly uses supplemental non-GAAP financial measures to
understand, manage and evaluate the business and its operations. These non-GAAP measures are
among the factors used in planning for and forecasting future periods.

Non-GAAP financial measures reflect adjustments based on the following items:
EBITDA
EBITDA is a measure of earnings before deducting interest expense, taxes, and depreciation charges.
Please see reconciliation to profit or loss before tax in the income statement.
EBIT
EBIT is a measure of earnings before interest and taxes is an indicator of a company's profitability.
Please see reconciliation to profit or loss before tax in the income statement.
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NOTE 3. SEGMENT INFORMATION
Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the internal reporting provided to the
chief operating decision maker.
Frigaard Property Group AS has defined its two segments as:
•
•

Property development
Construction

Segment assets and liabilities is not reported to the chief operating decision maker on a regularly
basis.
The group "other" consists of the change in fair value on investment property, rental income and
other operating expense for the investment property and the holding company FPG AS .
Intersegment eliminations is intra group sales, where Property development is the contracting
customer and Construction is the builder. Revenue from Property development from project for own
account is recognised upon handover as regulated in IFRS 15, see note 2 and 17.
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NOTE 4. OPERATING AND OTHER INCOME
Contract revenue from Construction is recognized over the lifetime for the project, as these customer
contracts qualify as performance obligations satisfied over time. Revenue from sale of development
property is recognised when control over the property has been transferred to the customer.

For property development, the group has entered into contracts with customers totaling MNOK 167.9
expected to be delivered and recognized as revenue during the next 12 months. Some of the contracts
in the construction segment has a duration of less than 12 months and are not disclosed. As of
31.12.2020 transaction price allocated to partly or fully unsatisfied performance obligations on
contracts with an original duration of more than 12 months was MNOK 877,7.

The Group as a lessor
Operating leases
The Group leases out its owned properties to third parties with contracted non-cancellable lease
terms between 1 and 10 years. The Group has classified all of these leases as operating because they
do not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the properties the
counterparties. For the Group's property leases the rental income is largely fixed under the contracts,
however, subject to an annual price adjustment based on inflation.

Frigaard Property Group's income from lease of properties:
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NOTE 5. PERSONNEL EXPENSES
All amounts in NOK thousand

Salaries and holiday pay
Social security
Pension costs defined contribution plans
Other personnel costs
Total salaries and personnel expense

2 020

2019

111 311
15 038
3 440

93 186
13 660
2 737
904
110 487

129 789

The number of employees in Frigaard Property Group at 31 of December 2020 was 128 persons (2019: 118 persons).

Norway
Total

2 020
129 789
129 789

2019
110 487
110 487

Management remuneration
There are 6 employees in the parent company. The Group Management consist of the Board of
Directors, in addition to the General Managers in the largest subsidiaries. There has been no Board
remuneration in 2020.
No loans or guarantees have been given to any members of the Group Management, the Board of
directors or other related parties.
Pension cost and pension obligations
In Norway, the Group is required by law (Act relating to mandatory service pensions) to have a
pension plan. The programs in the Norwegian companies meet the requirements of the law.
Defined contribution pensions
The pension contribution is 3-9 per cent of the pensionable salary. Pensionable pay refers to the basic
salary plus average variable pay for the last three years. The retirement age for the CEO is 70 years.
For other senior executives, the retirement age ranges from 65 to 67 years.

1

On the 17 of February 2021 the CEO in Frigaard Property Group AS bought 5 128 of the shares in
Frigaard Property Group AS through his wholly owned company Elo AS, from Opulentia Invest AS.

1

Control shares through privately owned company. See note 15 for details on shareholders
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NOTE 6. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES
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NOTE 7. INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Goodwill

Each goodwill item is allocated to a cash-generating unit (CGU). A cash-generating unit is the lowest
level at which independent cash flows can be measured. When an acquired business continues to be
operated as an independent unit, this business is designated the cash-generating unit. Units with
significant synergy effects and which carry out similar activities, are together considered as a single
cash-generating unit. This is the case when acquired operations are integrated with an existing
Frigaard Property Group company. In these cases, the combined business is the cash-generating unit
for which goodwill is measured and followed-up.
Management monitor the goodwill at the operating segment level. The recoverable amount from the
CGU is calculated by taking the historical cash flows for the CGU, taken into account expectations for
moderate growth in the market segments. Calculation of the fair value less costs of disposal is
classified as Level 3 in the fair value hierarchy.
Goodwill is not amortised, but is tested for impairment in the fourth quarter each year. The
recoverable amount for the cash-generating units was determined by calculating the value in use by
discounting future cash flows. The calculations were based on the company's budget approved by the
Group management for 2021, and prognosticated cash flows covering a five years period. The growth
presented in the budget is based on the management's expectation to the development and
performance in the market segments, which Frigaard Property Group is active. Based on available
information and knowledge about the market, management is expecting some increase in the growth
for the next years. Management's expectation is based on the historical development in trends and
public sector analysis. Assumed annual growth used in the cash flows for the years in the impairment
test is based on a nominal figure of 2% growth, which is in line with the expected growth in the
Norwegian economy.
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Expected future cash flows according to these assessments form the basis for the estimates. Changes
in working capital and investments needs were also taken into account. The present value of the
forcast cash flow was calculated using a discount rate of 10 percent after tax. This is based on a risk
free interest rate of 0,8 %, plus a risk premium of 5.9 %. The risk premium is based on observations of
similar companies listed at Oslo Stock Exchange.
Impairment testing was conducted in conjunction with the annual accounts on 31 December 2020 and
was addressed by the company's Board. No impairment requirement was indicated.
A change in the discount rate to 13.9 percent after tax would not result in any impairment
requirement of the Group's recognized goodwill. Even without any growth in our cash flows, no
requirements for impairment have been identified. The calculation assumes a terminal value after five
years based on the Gordon growth model. The discount rate is based on the weighted average cost of
capital (WACC) method. The discount rate is reflecting the current market rate of return in the
industry where the cash generating unit is being compared. The cost of equity has been calculated
with the basis in the capital asset pricing model (CAPM).

Other intangible assets
Other intangible assets include renting rights in the business area Property development. The renting
rights are depreciated on a straight line basis over three years.
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NOTE 8. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
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NOTE 9. LEASES, RIGHT OF USE ASSETS AND LEASE LIABILITIES
Frigaard Property Group uses leases mainly in cases where leases provide operational benefits or
flexibility compared with owning the assets. Rent of buildings is used for offices, and for temporary
needs. The Group also leases cars, printers and forklifts.
The Group does not have significant residual value guarantees related to its leases to disclose.
Right of use assets

Right-of-use assets
Acquisition cost 1 January 2019
Addition of right-of-use assets
Disposals
Transfers and reclassifications
Currency exchange differences
Acquisition cost 31 December 2019

Buildings
16 808
2 943

Machinery
and
equipment
63
0

Vehicles
14 173
1 291
-1 330

Total
31 044
4 234
-1 330
33 948

19 751

63

14 134

Accumulated depreciation and impairment 1 January 2019
Depreciation
Transfers and reclassifications
Currency exchange differences
Accumulated depreciation and impairment 31 December 2019

-3 780
-2 937

-41
-20

-7 097
-2 167
1 073

-6 717

-61

-8 191

-10 917
-5 124
1 073
-14 968

Carrying amount of right-of-use assets 31 December 2019

13 034

2

5 943

18 979

2-7 years
Linear

3 years
Linear

3-5 years
Linear

Lower of remaining lease term or economic life
Depreciation method

Practical expedients applied
The Group also leases IT equipment and machinery with contract terms of 1 to 3 years. The Group has
elected to apply the practical expedient of low value assets and does not recognise lease liabilities or
right-of-use assets. The leases are instead expensed when they incur. The Group has also applied the
practical expedient to not recognise lease liabilities and right-of-use assets for short-term leases:
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The Group as a lessee – operating leases
The group has entered into different operating leases for machinery, offices and other facilities. These
are agreements related low value assets, or short-term asset.
The lease costs to these assets were as follows:

Extension options
The Group lease of buildings have lease terms that vary from 2 years to 10 years, and several
agreements involve a right of renewal which may be exercised during the last period of the lease
terms. The Group assesses at the commencement whether it is reasonably certain to exercise the
renewal right.
Purchase options
The Group leases machinery and equipment and vehicles with lease terms of 3 to 5 years. Some of
these contracts includes a right to purchase the assets at the end of the contract term. The Group
assesses at the commencement whether it is reasonably certain to exercise the renewal option, and
this assessment is updated when there are circumstances indicating renewed operational plans
pertaining to the leased assets.

Lease Liabilities
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NOTE 10. INVESTMENT PROPERTY

The investment property in Frigaard Property Group was sold in December 2019 for MNOK 65.2.
There are no investment properties in the group at year end.
The investment property was rented out in 2019, and generated a rental income of MNOK 3.5.

NOTE 11. ACQUISITIONS AND DIVESTMENTS
On the 30 of April 2020, Frigaard Bolig AS sold its shares in subsidiaries Höganloft Fastigheter AB,
which is located in Tranås in Sweden. The consideration to be received for the shares is MSEK 58.3. A
warranty commission of MNOK 9.4 to Frigaardgruppen AS was signed during Q2 2020. Total gain from
the sale of shares after deduction of the warranty commission is MSEK 46.1 (MNOK 46.6), which is
reflected in the Other operating revenue line in the income statement. At year end net cashflow from
the transaction amounts to MSEK 25, while the net present value related to the main settlement is
booked as a receivable in the balance sheet.
Through the sale of shares in Höganloft Fastigheter AB, we have sold a 21 400 sqm building combined
for office and warehouse on a forward contract. The building is to be built and delivered in Q1 2022, in
Tranås, Sweden. The purchase price for the Shares is based on a property value as if the building had
been completed when the ownership of the shares was transferred. Höganloft Fastigheter AB is
responsible for the contracting of the construction of the building with a third party. At the date of the
financial statement the construction contracts have been signed by all parties, with a fixed
construction price. Höganloft have hired an external project manager for the daily follow up of the
construction process. The external project manager reports follow up and reports back to Frigaard
Bolig that we are aligned with the fixed construction prices.
Höganloft Fastigheter has further signed a lease agreement with Sono Sweop AB, and through this
agreement committed to build an investment property. This obligation is carried by Höganloft
Fastigheter AB. Höganloft has after the sale been granted financing of a construction loan from Pareto
Bank of MSEK 112. The expected start date for the lease with Sono Sweop AB, is set to March 2022.
Frigaard Bolig AS sold the shares with immediate effect from first cash consideration of MSEK 25 was
available for Frigaard Bolig on the 30 of April 2020. The cash consideration of MSEK 25 is deducted in
the main settlement. The main settlement is expected to take place no later than 10 weeks after the
start of the lease of the building by Sono Sweop AB.
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NOTE 12. DEVELOPMENT PROPERTIES

Interest costs related to projects under construction, is capitalized on an ongoing basis and is included
in the acquisition cost from the time of construction start up to settlement for the residential units. In
2020 MNOK 6,4 have been capitalized, MNOK 10.6 in 2019.
Development projects involve construction of turnkey homes and commercial buildings for sale on
Frigaard Property Group's own account. Cost incurred in respect of sites for development and units
under construction are recognized under this item. Most of the projects run for longer than 12
months, and assets may therefore not be realized and settled until after more than 12 months have
passed. In terms of accounting, sites and projects are presented as inventory.
In terms of accounting, sold units under construction are part of Frigaard Property Group's inventory.
This means that no revenue or profit is recognized in the income statement until the property is
handed over to the buyer. By the time a residential project is initiated, there is normally only limited
uncertainty regarding financial outcome of the project. At this point of time the main risk is related to
whether the remaining units under construction will be sold. There is a limited risk regarding
construction costs, as most of the main purchases have been agreed upon at an early stage in the
construction phase.
There has been no purchasing of sites in 2020. During 2019 the following sites was purchased:
Ownership
share

Purchase price
NOK mill.

No. of units

Ryggeveien 33 AS

100 %

98.0

175

Solbyen Utvikling AS

100 %

10.3

22

Project

The acquisitions are regarded as acquisitions of net assets, and not business acquisitions. The total
purchase price is MNOK 108.3. MNOK 104.4 of the purchase price is allocated to
development properties. Number of units in the table above refers to the expected number of
apartments to be built.
The MNOK 72.7 booked as other non-current liabilities, is related to the purchase price of the two
acquisitions last year. The liabilities are a credit is given by the sellers of the net assets. The remaining
amount of will be paid within 31.12.2022, given that some specific milestones are met.
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NOTE 13. TRADE RECEIVABLES AND CONTRACT BALANCES

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are measured at amortized cost, see note 19 for
details.
Maturity structure of invoiced trade receivables at 31 of December:

The group's trade receivables are subject to the credit loss model, see note 2.11 for details.
Contract balances
Contract asset
Whereas trade receivable are invoiced receivables, contract assets represent a conditional right to
receive payment. Contract assets are recognised for performance obligations satisfied over time
mainly from engineering and construction projects where progress of work done is measured over the
lifetime of the project. When the consideration becomes unconditional the contracts assets are
reclassified to accounts receivables. This normally occurs when an invoice is issued.
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Contract liabilities
For construction project fixed payment plans are generally use, and if the payment exceeds the work
that has been done, the difference is classified as a contract liability in the statement of financial
position.
In the property development operations, advance payments are received for sold units that are
classified as contract liabilities. On the balance sheet day, all projects are reviewed, and for each
project either a net asset or a net liability to the customer is entered. The advanced payment amount
10 % of the sale price of the apartment. At year end there was sold and received advanced payment
for 45 units, MNOK 15.5. The advanced payment is secured by a warranty, according to
Bustadsoppføringslova §47.

NOTE 14. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

The Group had unused credit facilities of MNOK 10 as at 31 December 2020 (2019: MNOK 10). There
are no restrictions on the use of the credit facility.
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NOTE 15. NUMBER OF SHARES, SHAREHOLDERS ETC.
The shareholders at 31.12.20 are:

All issued shares have equal voting rights and the right to receive dividend.
Soland Invest AS owns FPG Invest AS, through its shares in Frigaardgruppen AS which is 100% owned
by Trond Olav Frigaard.
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NOTE 16. INCOME TAX EXPENSE AND DEFERRED TAX

Deferred tax and deferred tax assets:
Deferred tax assets
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use-assets
Non-completed construction contracts
Current items
Tax losses carried forward
Deferred tax liabilities - gross
Net recognised deferred tax liabilities (asset if negativ amount)

2020
66
336
144 429
-8 279
-34 310
102 242

2019
415
444
112 393
-6 558
-33 159
73 535

22 493

16 178
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NOTE 17. NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

In 2018 FPG AS issued bonds at face value MNOK 300. Transactions cost related to the bonds
amounted to MNOK 7.2 and are included in amortized cost calculations. The existing bonds mature in
June 2021, and was refinanced in February 2021. Fair value of the bonds as of 31.12.20 are estimated
to be MNOK 300. This valuation is based on bond prices made public by “Verdipapirforetakenes
forbund”. Their valuation reflects price information from leading investment companies, and will be
defined as level 2 based on the IFRS 13 valuation hierarchy.

The table above is including repayment of interest.
Constructions loans mature as projects are completed and delivered. The interest on the
constructions loans and loans from credit institutions have floating interest rates. The current range is
from 4.25% on the construction loans, to a rate of 6.85% on the issued bonds.

Secured debts
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Shares in subsidiaries Metacon AS, Alento AS and Frigaard Bolig AS are also used as collateral per
31.12.2020.

Reconciliation of liabilities arising from financing activities

Other transaction without cash settlements in the table above is in 2020 related to accrual of
borrowing cost of the bond loan from 2018, and new lease liabilities according to IFRS 16 recognised
in 2020, see note 9 for further information.

Refinancing of existing bonds
A new secured floating rate bond of NOK 300 million with 3-year tenor was issued in February 2021, to
refinance the existing senior secured bond which was maturing in June 2021 (FRIPRO01). A call
premium was paid for the existing bond of MNOK 3, which will be expensed in Q1 2021 together with
residual capitalized financing expenses of MNOK 1.4. The bond is secured by a pledge of the direct
subsidiaries of Frigaard Property Group AS, and the shares in Frigaard Property Group AS owned by
FPG Invest AS.
The coupon interest for the new bond was set to 3m NIBOR + 7% margin per annum. The bonds each
have a nominal value of NOK 100 000 with a minimum subscription and allocation amount equal to
the higher of NOK 1 200 000 and the NOK equivalent of EUR 100 000.
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Financial covenant was set to liquidity of no less than NOK 30 million, on a consolidated basis for the
Group. A permitted distribution was set to a one-time dividend payment in the calendar year 2021
from Frigaard Property Group AS to its shareholders in a maximum amount of NOK 30 million. After
the annual financial statement for the Group for 2021 have been approved a distribution up to the
lower of NOK 15 million per calendar year, and subject to certain conditions being met, the sum of
25% of the consolidated net profit of the Group in the preceding financial year. Any Distribution made
as a buyback of shares in Frigaard Property Group, is limited up to NOK 40 million, see note 22 for
further information. The refinancing resulted in a net cash flow effect of MNOK 7.8 following
repayment of existing bond loan and transactions expenses at the date of the financial statement.

NOTE 18. OTHER SHORT TERM LIABILITIES

See note 20 for more information on the warranty provisions.
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NOTE 19. FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The carrying value of assets and liabilities can be broken down into the following categories:

Financial
The carrying value of cash and cash equivalents and liabilities to credit institutions is the same as their
fair value, since these instruments have a short maturity term. Correspondingly, the carrying value of
trade receivables and trade payables are the same as the fair value, as they are agreed upon under
”normal” terms. This also applies to unpaid government charges, tax payable and current liabilities.
Non-current liabilities have variable interest rates and continuous interest rate adjustment and
therefore the carrying value is substantially the same as the fair value.
Impairment of financial assets
The Group has trade receivables and other short term receivables subject to IFRS 9’s expected credit
loss model. The Group has to assess on a forward-looking basis the expected credit losses associated
with its debt instruments carried at amortised cost. The impairment methodology applied depends on
whether there has been a significant increase in credit risk.
While cash and cash equivalents also is subject to the impairment requirements of IFRS 9, the
expected credit losses are immaterial. For trade receivables, the Group applies the IFRS 9 simplified
approach to measuring expected credit losses, which uses a lifetime expected impairment provision
for all trade receivables.
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NOTE 20. WARRANTY PROVISIONS

Provision is made for guarantee work under the item other short-term liabilities in the balance sheet.
The provisions are for remedy any defects or omission on completed projects. The provision is also to
cover other liabilities, such as claims from subcontractors, claims from third parties etc. The provision
is to cover both accrued warranty liabilities and contingent liabilities and so on. Among other things,
the provisions must cover future expenses for the remedy of hidden defects, i.e. defects and
omissions that have not been detected. In addition, they must also cover issues that are detected, but
where there is uncertainty regarding the scope, responsibility, costs, etc. (disputes).

NOTE 21. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTION

Capital reduction in 2019 was related to previous shareholders in Alento AS.
Soland Invest AS has a 73.66% ownership in Frigaard Property Group through its ownership in
Frigaardgruppen.
All transactions with related parties are carried out in accordance with the arm's length principle.
Transaction between subsidaries are eliminated in the consolidated financial statements and do not
represent related parties. Frigaard Property Group has during the year, except for ordinary business
transactions, not had any significant transactions with related parties.
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During Q2 a guarantee commission of MNOK 9.4 to Frigaardgruppen AS was signed. The commission is
related to Frigaardgruppen AS responsibilities as a guarantor in the share purchase agreement for
Höganloftet AB, se note 11 for further information.
Frigaard Property Group has ongoing transactions with related parties during its ordinary operations,
including contracts for the development of specific projects. Alento has been selected by Mistelpark
AS as the contractor for "project Mistel Park". One of our directors has a 25% ownership in Mistel Park
AS
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NOTE 22. EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
No other events have occurred after the balance sheet date which have had a material effect on the
submitted accounts. However, it should be noted that the accounts are based on project estimates
which reflect a normal situation of full operation and project staffing levels. Progress on current
projects may be affected by the pandemic, and the consequences will depend on the scope and
duration of the pandemic.
Great precautions have been taken according to the FHI guidelines. The concern for life and health is
Frigaard Property Group's first priority, and the company has implemented a number of measures to
protect employees and those working at Frigaard Property Group's projects sites, against the spread
of the coronavirus. On the management side, our employees have been working from home when and
where possible. There have been no new developments in the pandemic with a material effect on the
year-end assessments.
In February 2021, Frigaard Property Group completed a new secured floating rate bond issue of NOK
300 million with 3-year tenor. The net proceeds from the bond issue will be used to refinance FPG’s
existing bond issue (FRIPRO01) and for general corporate purposes, see note 17 for further
information. The refinancing resulted in a net cash flow effect of MNOK 7.8 following repayment of
existing bond loan and transactions expenses at the date of the financial statement.
On the Annual Meeting in February 21 of Frigaard Property Group AS, it was decided to redeem 38
098 shares and by that reducing the share capital of the company with 76 196,- NOK, from 543
012,- NOK to 466 816,- NOK. After this the share capital of the company consists of 233 408 shares
each with a par value of 2,- NOK. The effective date of the redemption is estimated to April 14th.
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INCOME STATEMENT FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP AS (PARENT)
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP AS
All amounts in NOK thousand

Note

2020

2019

ASSETS
Intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Total intangible assets

7

7 167
7 167

3 564
3 564

Tangible assets
Equipment, fixtures and fittings
Machinery
Office equipment and similiar
Total tangible assets

13
13
13

3 990
48
1 347
5 385

4 375
63
1 413
5 851

Long term financial assets
Investments in subsidiaries
Loan to group companies
Total financial fixed assets

1, 11, 12
2

326 990
126 829
453 819

332 568
137 461
470 029

466 372

479 445

146
969
36 000
4 829
41 944

94
911
4 005
5 010

5 710

11 184

47 654

16 194

514 026

495 639

Total fixed assets
Current assets
Accounts receivables
Other short-term receivables
Dividend from subsidiaries
Group contribution receivables
Total receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS

2
2,7

10
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP AS
All amounts in NOK thousand

Note

2020

2019

543
192 335
5 799
198 677

543
192 335
192 878

3
2

10 209
10 209

295 706
295 706

3
2

298 565
916
800
4 859
305 140

4 596
808
1 652
7 056

Total liabilities

315 349

302 761

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

514 026

495 639

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
EQUITY
Paid-in capital
Share capital
Share premium reserve
Retained earnings
Total equity
LIABILITIES
Bonds
Loan from group companies
Total of other long term liabilities
Current debt
Bonds
Trade account payable
Public duties payable
Other short-term liabilities
Total current liabilities

4

5
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FRIGAARD PROPERTY GROUP AS
All amounts in NOK thousand

2020

2019

Cash flow from operations
Profit before income taxes
Depreciation
Change in accounts receivable
Change in accounts payable
Change in other provisions
Net cash flow from operations

2 197
704
-52
-3 680
-34 829
-35 660 -

-23 689
10
-94
4 385
-570
19 958

Cash flow from investments
Purchase of fixed assets
Proceeds from loan to group companies
Repayment of loans to group companies
Adjustment purchase price shares in subsidiaries
Net cash flow from investments

-238
10 632
5 578
15 972 -

-5 861
-29 722
35 583

Cash flow from financing
Proceeds from liabilitites to group companies
Group contribution received
Repayment from capital reduction
Net cash flow from financing

10 209
4 005
14 214

22 445
-11 797
10 648

Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

-5 474
11 184
5 710

-44 893
56 077
11 184

5 710

11 184

Which consists of:
Cash
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ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES
The annual accounts have been prepared in conformity with the provisions of the Accounting Act and
good accounting practice in Norway.
Foreign currency
Foreign currency transactions are translated at the exchange rate on the date of the transaction.
Monetary foreign currency items are translated to NOK at the exchange rate on the balance sheet
date.
Revenues
Income from the sale of goods is recognised on the date of delivery. Services are posted as income as
they are delivered.
Tax
The tax charge in the income statement consists of tax payable for the period and the change in
deferred tax. Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rate at 22 % on the basis of tax-reducing and taxincreasing temporary differences that exist between accounting and tax values, and the tax loss
carried forward at the end of the accounting year. Tax-increasing and tax-reducing temporary
differences that reverse or may reverse in the same period are set off and entered net. A net deferred
tax asset is entered on the balance sheet to the extent that it is likely that it can be utilised.
Classification and valuation of fixed assets
Fixed assets consist of assets intended for long-term ownership and use. Fixed assets are valued at
acquisition cost less depreciation and write-downs. Long-term liabilities are entered on the balance
sheet at the nominal amount at the time of the transaction.
Classification and valuation of current assets
Current assets and short-term liabilities consist normally of items that fall due for payment within one
year of the balance sheet date, as well as items related to the stock cycle. Current assets are valued at
the lower of acquisition cost and fair value. Short-term liabilities are entered on the balance sheet at
the nominal amount at the time of the transaction.
Subsidiaries and associated companies
Subsidiaries and associated companies are valued using the cost method in the company accounts.
The investment is valued at acquisition cost for the shares unless a write-down has been necessary. A
write-down to fair value is made when a fall in value is due to reasons that cannot be expected to be
temporary and such write-down must be considered as necessary in accordance with good accounting
practice. Write-downs are reversed when the basis for the write-down is no longer present.
Dividends, group contributions and other distributions from subsidiaries are posted to income in the
same year as provided for in the distributor’s accounts. To the extent that dividends/group
contributions exceed the share of profits earned after the date of acquisition, the excess amounts
represent a repayment of invested capital, and distributions are deducted from the investment’s value
in the balance sheet of the parent company.
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Receivables
Receivables from customers and other receivables are entered at par value after deducting a provision
for expected losses. The provision for losses is made on the basis of an individual assessment of the
respective receivables. In addition an unspecified provision is made to cover expected losses on claims
in respect of customer receivables.
Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement has been prepared using the indirect method. Cash and cash equivalents
consist of cash, bank deposits and other short-term, liquid investments.

NOTE 1 SUBSIDIARIES
The investments in subsidiaries are valued using the cost method.
All amounts in NOK thousand
Office

Ownership

Equity last year

Result last year

100 %
100 %
100 %

63 920
38 182
49 007

40 405
11 631
36 277

Subsidiary
Frigaard Bolig AS
Metacon AS
Alento AS
Book value

Sarpsborg
Sarpsborg
Drammen

Book value
31.12.2020
100
45 189
281 701
326 990

Provision for dividend are made by Metacon and Alento during 2020, of a total of MNOK 36. The
dividend do not exceed the share of profit earned after the date of acquisition.
Yearly impairment test of shares in subsidiaries has not indicated any events or changes in
circumstances that indicate that they might be impaired.

NOTE 2 INTER-COMPANY ITEMS

All amounts in NOK thousand
Companies in the same group
Sum

Companies in the same group
Sum

Long-term receivables
2020
2019
126 829
137 461
126 829
137 461
Accounts payable
2020
734
734

2019
3 675
3 675

Other short-term receivables
2020
2019
40 829
4 005
40 829
4 005
Long-term liabilities
2020
2019
10 209
10 209
-
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NOTE 3 LIABILITIES
All amounts in NOK thousand
All amounts in NOK thousand
Long-term debt with maturity in excess of 5 years

Bond debt, face value
Initial bond costs
Total

2020
-

2019
-

2020
300 000
-1 435
298 565

2019
300 000
-4 295
295 706

The company's bond is netted against the bond's set-up costs. These costs are depreciated over the
life-time of the bond. On the 10 of February 2021, the process of refinancing the bond of MNOK 300
was finalized. A new 3 year NOK denominated secured floating rate bond was issued. The bond from
2018 was maturing in June 2021.

NOTE 4 TOTAL SHARES, SHAREHOLDERS ETC.
The share capital of NOK 543 012 consists of 271 506 shares with a face value of NOK 2. All shares
have the same rights.

Overview of the largest shareholders at 31.12.2020
Frigaardgruppen AS
Heti Holding AS
G.S. Invest AS
Bøhler AS
Eiker Utvikling AS
Metacon Holding AS
Opulentia Invest AS
Total

Number of shares
200 000
19 192
12 418
12 418
12 418
8 260
6 800
271 506

Ownership interest
73.66 %
7.07 %
4.57 %
4.57 %
4.57 %
3.04 %
2.50 %
100.00 %

The company is part of the group Soland Invest AS, org. no. 987 521 465, with offices in Sarpsborg.
Soland Invest AS prepares consolidated financial statements, which can be accessed at the company's
offices at Bredmyra 4, 1739 Borgenhaugen.
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NOTE 5 EQUITY
All amounts in NOK thousand
Share premium
reserve
543
192 335
543
192 335

Share capital
Equity as at 01.01.2020
Profit for the period
Equity as at 31.12.2020

Retained
earnings
5 799
5 799

Total equity

NOTE 6 SALARY COST AND BENEFITS, REMUNERATION TO THE BOARD AND AUDITOR
For salary cost, pension and benefits the parent company applies the same accounting policies as the
group.
There has been no board remuneration in 2020.
No loans or guarantees have been given to any board members or other related parties.

VAT is included in the fees specified above.
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192 878
5 799
198 677

NOTE 7 TAX
Calculation of deferred tax:
All amounts in NOK thousand
Timing differences:
Fixed assets
Other differences
Net timing differences
Accumulated tax losses carried forward
Basis for calulation of deferred tax
Deferred tax (22 % )
Deferred tax liability (-asset)

2020
299
1 435
1 734
-34 310
-32 577
-7 167
-7 167

2019
288
4 295
4 582
-20 784
-16 202
-3 564
-3 564

2020
2 197
306
2 848
17 123
-36 000
13 526

2019
-23 689
-3 672
2 572
4 005
20 784

-

-

2020
-

2019
-

Changes in deferred tax assets
Tax expense

-3 602
-3 602

-5 138
-5 138

Reconciliation of tax expense:
Profit before taxes
Income taxes calculated at 22%
Tax expense in the income statement
Difference

2 197
483
-3 602
4 086

-23 689
-5 212
-5 138
-73

Tax effect of permanent differences
Tax on group contributions
Dividend
Explained difference

-67
-3 767
7 920
4 086

808
-881
-73

Change
-11
2 860
2 848
-13 526
-8 100
3 602
3 602

Basis for tax expense, change in deferred tax and tax payable
Taxable income:
Profit before taxes
Permanent differences
Change in timing differences
Group contribution received - taxable
Received dividend
Change of tax losses carried forward
Taxable income
Income tax expense:
Tax payable
Total tax payable
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NOTE 8 RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Remuneration to senior employees is featured in note 6, and intercompany items are featured in note
2.
Transactions with related parties:

2020

2019

All amounts in NOK thousand
a) Interest income
- Companies in the same group

8 003

9 839

b) Interest expense
- Companies in the same group

209

-

c) Income management services
- Companies in the same group

1 002

955

c) Management/IT overhead costs
- Companies in the same group

4 020

4 379

2020
8 003
58
8 061

2019
9 839
202
10 041

2020
209
-22 932
-2 961
-25 684

2019
-24 269
-3 059
-27 328

2020
138
202
340

2019
446
9 614
9 614

NOTE 9 FINANCE INCOME AND EXPENSES
All amounts in NOK thousand
Finance income
Interest income from group companies
Other interest income
Total finance income

Finance expenses
Interest expenses from group companies
Interest expenses bond
Other financial expenses
Total finance expenses

NOTE 10 RESTRICTED FUNDS
All amounts in NOK thousand
Restricted payroll tax obligations
Restricted bank depostits
Total
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NOTE 11 SECURED DEBTS
All amounts in NOK thousand
All amounts in NOK thousand
Debt secured by collateral
Bond
Total

2020
298 565
298 565

2019
295 706
295 706

Booked value of asset used as collateral
Shares in subsidiaries
Total

2020
326 990
326 990

2019
332 568
332 568

NOTE 12 GUARANTEES
At December 2020 Frigaard Property Group AS has provided guarantees for its subsidiaries totaling
approximately MNOK 525 in connection with specific construction and property development projects
for group companies.

NOTE 13 EQUIPMENT AND MACHINERY

All amounts in NOK thousand

Equipment,
fixtures and
fittings

Office equipment
and similiar

Machinery

Carrying amount 01.01
Additions
Depreciations
Carrying value 31 of December 2019

4 375
4 375

72
-10
63

1 413
1 413

Carrying amount 01.01
Additions
Depreciations
Carrying value 31 of December 2020

4 375
57
-442
3 990

63
-14
48

1 413
182
-248
1 347
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
The board of directors is responsible for Frigaard Property Group’s corporate governance and
management and conducts an annual evaluation of principles and practice in this area.
Frigaard Property Group is subject to the governance requirements in section 3-3b of the Accounting
Act. Frigaard Property Group is a leading group within property development and construction of
turnkey homes and commercial buildings. As a Norwegian limited company with a bond listed on Oslo
Børs at year end, FPG is subject to a variety of external rules that effects its corporate governance.

Governance structure
Shareholders, through the General
Meeting of shareholders

External Auditors

Board of Directors

Audit Committee

CEO and Group Management Team

Construction

Property Development

Shares and shareholders
The share capital at the end of 2020 amounted to 543.012 NOK consisting of a total 271.506 shares,
FPGs shares are not listed. All shares entitle the holder to one vote per share, and all shares have the
same right to dividend. The largest shareholder FPG Invest AS, which is 100% owned by the founder
Trond Frigaard, held 73,66% percent of the votes at year end in Frigaard Property Group AS.

General Meetings of shareholders
The General Meeting is FPG's highest decision-making body and it is where shareholders exercise their
decision-making rights. At the Annual General Meeting, the shareholders decide on key issues, such as
adoption of income statements and balance sheets; the dividend, the composition of the Board;
discharging the members of the Board and the CEO from liability and election of external auditors.
FPG's financial year is from January 1 to December 31, and the annual General Meeting is to be held
within six months of the end of the financial year.

Board of Directors
The members of the Board are elected at the General Meeting, it shall consist of not fewer than one
and not more than six members. The Board has overall responsibility of FPG's organisational structure
and management and the Board's main duty is to safeguard the interest of the Company and the
shareholders. The Boards thus makes decisions regarding the Group's strategy, interim and annual
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reports, major construction projects, investments and divestments, appointment of CEO and matters
concerning the organisational structure of the Group. The Chairman leads the Board in its work and
has regular contact with the CEO in order to stay informed about the Group's activities and
development. The Board consisted of 5 members elected by the General Meeting.
The work of the Board in 2020
In preparation for each board meeting, the Board receives reports and documentation compiled
according to established procedures. The purpose of this is to ensure that the Board has the relevant
information and documentation on which to base decisions. In 2020 the Board held 7 meetings,
including its statutory meeting. The more important issues dealt with by the Board during the year
included monitoring operations review and approval of the interim reports and the year-end report,
re-financing of the bond, strategic review of FPG, decision on dividend proposal, as well as internal
control, risk management and compliance matters.
Monitoring
The Board continually evaluates the information provided by the Group Management Team and the
Audit Committee. Of particular importance is the result of the Audit Committees's work on monitoring
the effectiveness of the Group Management Team's internal control process. This includes ensuring
that steps are taken to address the shortcomings revealed in external audits and to implement the
proposed actions.

Audit Committee
The main task for the Audit committee is to assist the Board in overseeing the financial reporting,
reporting procedures and accounting principles, and critical accounting estimates and to monitor the
auditing of the accounts for the Company and the Group. The committee also evaluates the quality of
the Group's reporting and risk management, and reviews the reports and opinions of FPG's external
auditors. The committee monitors the external auditors' assessment of their impartiality and
independence and that there are routines in place stipulating which non-audit services they provide to
the Company and the Group. The committee also monitors compliance with the rules on auditor
rotation. The external auditors are present at committee meetings. At least once a year the Audit
committee meet the auditors without senior executives being present.
A new Audit committee has been elected on the 24.02.2021. The members of the committee are
appointed annually at the statutory meeting of the Board. The Board specify which duties and
decision- making powers have been delegated. The Chairman of the committee reports to the Board
at each board meeting and all minutes from the committee meetings are submitted to the Board.
The Audit Committee consisted of Helge Stemshaug (Chairman and leader of the audit committee)
and Mads Langaard (board member). Important matters addressed during the year includes capital
allocation, financing, external reporting, impairment testing, write-downs in construction projects,
larger disputes review of the interim reports and year-end report, internal control, risk management
and compliance matters.
External auditors
PWC is elected as external auditors. Authorised Public accountant Sjur Holseter is the auditor in
charge from 2020. The external auditor has attended 1 board meetings to report on the auditing
process of PWC for FPG and to provide the members of the Boards with an opportunity to ask
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questions without senior executives being present. The external auditor has also attended 2 meeting
of the Board's Audit Committee.

Operation management and internal governance
FPG operates with a decentralised governance model that recognises the local characteristic of the
construction and property development business, empowering the business units to develop their
business and deliver according to plan, while retaining the profit and loss responsibility. The Group
Headquarter sets the Group strategy and targets, ensures effective financial capacity, and conducts
proper follow- up in business unit performance and compliance. In the decentralised governance
structure operated as a rule the Group headquarter establishes what is required while the business
units are responsible for how requirements are met. Each business unit has its own administrative
functions and other resources to conduct its operations effectively. Separately from day-to-day
operations managing projects, the business units deal with matters such as their strategic
development business plans, investments and organisation.

The CEO and the Group Management Team
The CEO is appointed by the Board and runs the company and the Group in accordance with the
instruction adopted by the Board. The CEO is responsible for the day-to-day management of the
operations of the Company and Group and is supported by the other members of the Group
Management Team. The work of the CEO is evaluated at one of the board meeting each year at which
no senior executives are present.
In the monthly business review the CEO evaluates together with the group management team,
material estimates and judgements related to the reported financial figures.
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DECLARATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH ARTICLE 5-5 OF THE SECURITIES TRADING ACT

We hereby confirm that, to the best of our knowledge and belief, the group and company financial
statements for 2020 have been prepared in compliance with current accounting standards, and that
the information in the accounts gives a true and fair view of the group and company assets, liabilities
and financial position, as well as the results of their operations in their entirety.

The board of director’s annual report gives a true and fair view of the group and company
development, result, and position, as well as of the main risk and uncertainty factors the group is
faced with.
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